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Methods
Data
- Matched pair set: 659 litigated patents and 3 x 659 unlitigated
patents issued in 1990 and matched by primary PTO technology 
class (rare events model)
L t f d i f ti i bl- og- rans orme  vers ons o  con nuous var a es 
Coding
Transfer: hand coded to find true re assignments and exclude-  -     -    
M&A, intra-company transfers
- Reexamination: ex parte only
Statistics
- Logistic regression (SPSS, R)
- Characteristics developed over life and prior to first litigation 
(time-series)
- Intrinsic, acquired, and intrinsic + acquired
Litigated vs. Unlitigated Patents – Acquired Traits
(Characteristics Developed Over Patent Lifetime)    
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Model Nagelkerke R2
Intrinsic Characteristics .209 
Acquired Characteristics .376
Intrinsic and Acquired Characteristics .459
Bigger (R2) is Generally Better
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Model 
70% observation rate
Differences by Litigant Type
Practical/Policy Implications 
Potential uses of this work
• Patent Management/Defense 1.0: freedom to operate, R&D 
planning and decision-making, maintain/abandon, portfolio 
assessment
• Patent Defense 2.0: defensive buying/aggregation, 
reexamination, insurance
Policy implications
Patent risk is a function of value and ownership        
• A new kind of patent notice failure. Not a problem of what 
does this patent cover, but who owns the patent , what they 
do with it. Those transactions aren’t required to be recorded, 
should they be?
Expressive Implications 
Long-Felt Need for a sorting mechanism
• Gold-plating 
• Self-reported valuation
• Increased Maintenance fees
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